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Ah Blue
There are many things that involve the color blue
Blue skies, blue pens, bleu cheese.
You can feel blue or say something out of the blue;
You can sing the blues or listen to blue grass music;
You can have blue eyes that sparkle like sapphires.
There are many shades of blue,
Cobalt
Cerulean
Robin’s egg
Sky blue
Navy
Blue green
Blue violet
Royal blue.
Each shade is just as important as the next.
You can wear blue jeans while eating bleu cheese dip with blue corn chips.
Without blue, there would be no purple,
Or green.
You wouldn’t have blue jays, or beautiful lakes.
Notebook paper wouldn’t be the same,
Neither would rainbows,
Neither would yogurt cups, pop tarts, Airheads, Slurpees, the sky, water.
Ah Blue.
The world would lose so much without the color blue.
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